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Abstract 
For any poset P let J(P) denote the complete lattice of order ideals in P. J(P) is a contravariant 
functor in P. Any order-reversing map f: P-+Q can be regarded as an isotone (= order-preserving) 
map of either P* into Q or P into Q*. The induced map of J(Q) to J(P*) (resp. J(Q*) into J(P)) will 
be denoted by Jl(f) (resp. J,(f)). Our first result asserts that iff: P-Q, g:Q+P are maps of a Galois 
connection, then 
(a) Jr(f):J(Q*)+JV’)*, J,(d:J(P*k+J(Q*) and 
(b) J,(f):J(Q)*+JV’*), J&d:JV’*)+J(Q)* 
are Galois connections. For any lattice L, we denote the poset L- (0, 1) by L. We analyse conditions __ ~ 
which will imply that J,(f)(J(Q*)) c J(P)* and J,(g)(J(P)*) c J(Q)*. Under these conditions, from 
Walker’s results [3] it will follow that Jr(f)lJ(Q*):J(P*) +J(P) * is a homotopy equivalence with 
J,(g)1 J(P)*: J(P)*+J(Q*) as its homotopy inverse. 
Given an isotone mapf: P+Q it is easy to find the necessary and sufficient conditons for J(f) to 
satisfy J(f) (J(Q)) c J(P). When these conditions are fulfilled, we also find a sufficient condition that 
ensures that J(f)1 J(Q):J(Q)+J(P) is a homotopy equivalence. We give examples to show that the 
homotopy type of P neither determines nor is determined by the homotopy type of J(P). 
1. Introduction 
The order complex A (P) of a poset P is the simplicial complex whose k simplices are 
the (k+ 1) chains of P. If P is a finite poset and P^=P ir (6, I} the disjoint union 
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of P and (6, ^ i> with the obvious partial order, the result of Rota [l] that 
~~(6,i) = g(d (P)), the reduced Euler characteristic of A (P), has led to many powerful 
results in combinatorics and commutative algebra. This link between algebraic 
topology and combinatorics led Walker [3] to study homotopy properties of 1 A(P) (, 
the geometric realization of A(P) and obtain results of a combinatorial nature 
involving Mobius numbers. One of the consequences of his results is the fact that if 
jP+Q, g:Q+P yield a Galois connection, then fis a homotopy equivalence with 
g a homotopy inverse tof: For any poset P, let P* denote the dual poset and J(P) 
the complete lattice of order ideals of P. One of the main results in our paper asserts 
that any Galois connection f: P-Q, g: Q+P in a natural way gives rise to Galois 
connections Jr(f):J(Q*)+J(P)*, JL(g):J(P)*+J(Q*) and J[(f):J(Q)*-J(P*), 
Jr(g):J(P*)-J(Q)*. This is done in Section 3. 
Iff: P-Q, g: Q-P constitute a Galois connection, it is clear thatf;^P^+Q, 4, Q -+P^ 
defined by f@p)= 76, f? 1~)=6a; o(&)= IF, d( 7~)=6~ yield a Galois connection 
between P and Q. However, it is not true in general that any Galois connection 
cr:P^+Q, /?:Q+P^ is obtained in the above way from a Galois connection f :P+Q, 
g:Q-+P. In Section 2 we find a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for CI, b to 
arise from a Galois connectionf: P+Q, g : Q +P in the above manner. In Section 3, we 
apply these results to find necessary and sufficient conditions for Jr(f) and Jr(g) to 
satisfy Jr(f) (J(Q*)) cJ(P)* and Jl(g)(J(P)*) c J(Q*). In Section 4 we find a set 
of sufficient conditions on an isotone map f:P-Q to satisfy the property 
-- ~ 
that J(f)(J(Q)) cJ(P) and J(f)lJ(Q):J(Q)-J(P) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Finally, we give examples to show that these conditions cannot be relaxed, as well -~ 
as examples of homotopy equivalences f:P-+Q satisfying J(f)(J(Q)) c J(P), --~ 
but J(f)lJ(Q):J(Q)-J(P) not a homotopy equivalence. We also give an example 
of an isotone map f:P-Q which is not a homotopy equivalence but satisfies the ~- ~ 
condition that J(f)(J(Q)) c J(P) and J(f)lJ(Q):J(Q)-J(P) is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Our terminology and notation will be as in [2]. 
2. Some results on Galois connections 
Given two posets P, Q recall that a Galois connection between P and Q consists of 
a pair (f; g) wheref: P+Q and g: Q+P are order-reversing maps satisfying g of(x 
for all XEP andfog(y)>y for all yeQ. Letf:P+Q, g:Q+P yield a Galois connection 
between P and Q. Let ~P^--+Q,_~:Q+P denote the obvious extensions off; g as 
order-reversing maps; namelyf(Op)= ib,T(li)=&; i(t&)= 1~ and i(Ta)=6~. Then 
it is clear that f^:P^-+Q, 4: Q+P^ yield a Galois connection between P and Q. We will 
refer to ( f: i) as the canonical extension of the Galois connection (f, g). The following 
proposition shows that there is only one extension of (f; g) as a Galois connection 
between P and Q and it is the canonical extension. 
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Proposition 2.1. Let P, Q be nonempty posets and c(: F-G: 0-g be a Galios connec- 
tionsatisfyinga(P)cQandP(Q)CP.Letf=crIP:P~Qa_ndg=PIQ:Q~P.Then(f,g) 
is a Galois connection between P and Q. Moreover, a =f and fl= 6. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. Let P, Q be nonempty posets and cr:P^-6, fl:Q^-P^ any Galois connection. 
Then a@~)= id and b(&)= ip. 
Pro_of. Since (a, p) is a Galois connection, we have a(x)> y o xbb(y) (for XE~ and 
~EQ). From 6,</3( ^id) we thus infer cc(&)> 74. However, ib is the largest element in 
4. Hence cc(&)=T~. Similarly, b(&)= ii. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. That (f, g) is a Galois connection between P and Q is clear. 
Suppose IZ( ip)#&. Since XC ii for every XEP, we get a( ^ i;)<cr(x). By assumption 
c((x)EQ. Thus &#cl( ~~)<c((x)EQ. This means a( ~F)EQ. From p(Q) c P we now get 
/%x( ~P)EP. But pa( ?i)> in j @( ip)= i+P, a contradiction. This contradiction 
shows that a( Ip) has to be 6a. Similarly, b( ?d)=&. Already from Lemma 2.2 we 
have CY(~~)=~~, fi(&)=Tp. Hence (c~,p)=(f:G). 0 
Remark 2.3. The assumption a(P) c Q and P(Q)c P play a crucial role in proving that 
CI( ^ i,-)=& and /?( i,) =6~. We will now give an example of a Galois connection 
cc:@-& /?:Q^-P^ satisfying al(P) c Q and a( TF)#&. Necessarly, in this example we 
will not have b(Q) c P. 
Example 2.4. Let P= { x1,xz’,x3) and Q={Y,,Y,,Y~,Y~} with xl<x2<x3 and 
y1<y,<y3<y4. The ma_ps a:P--&_fi:G+igiven by c&=7, a(x,)=y,, cr(x2)=y3, 
a(x3)=Y2? d l)=Yl; P(“)=b(Yl)=l, b(Y2)=x3? fi(Y3)=x2, b(Y4)=x19 b(T)=6 can 
easily be checked to yield a Galois connection between P^ and Q^. In this example we 
have cl(P) c Q but cz( ^ i)=6. 
For any poset P and aEP we define V,P={xePlx3a} and I,P={xePlxba}. 
When P is clear from the context we simply write V, for V,’ and I, for I,‘. For any aEP, 
V, is a filter in P and I, an order ideal in P. Supposef:P+Q, g: Q+P yield a Galois 
connection between P and Q. Then for any bEQ we have_/- ’ (VP) = Zgqb,; in particular, 
since g(b)El,q,,, we have 
f-‘(V,n)#B (1) 
Let a: P^+Q^, /I: Q^-+P^ be a Galois connection with P, Q nonempty posets. Our next 
aim is to find conditions involving the map a, such that under these conditions 
a(P) c Q will automatically imply P(Q) c P. 
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Proposition 2.5. Let P, Q be nonempty posets. Suppose LX: p-d, p: Q^+6 yield a Galois 
connection. Then 
(i) cr(P)cQ*a-’ (id)={&}, 
(ii) cr(P)c Q and a-l(~~^)#~ja-‘(~~)={‘ip^}, 
(iii) tx(P)c Q, I.$ 1,-)=&j and C1(V~)#cbfor all ~EQJP(Q)cP. 
Proof. (i) From Lemma 2.2 we have {6p} c CI- ‘( ^i,). From cc(P) c Q we see that 
a-‘( i;)c (6p, 7;). To prove that a-‘( ?a)={&}, we have only to show that 
c(( ip) ~7,. For any XEP, we have x< i; hence a( ip)<cr(x) and CI(X)EQ. This implies 
that IX( il;) # ie. 
(ii) cc(P) c Q =R C1 (6;) c {6p, ^Ip). But cc@p)=^1& from Lemma 2.2. Hence 
a-‘(&)~ { ip). Thus, if 6’(6e)#@ it has to be { ^ Ip}. 
(iii) Let gEQ. We want to prove that /?(g)EP. If fi(y)EP then it has to be in {6p, in}. 
Suppose j?(y) = 6;. Then CI- ’ (V,Q) = IBpcyJ = { 6;). It follows that 
={6p^}-{&} [from (i)] 
=0. 
This contradicts the assumption that-cc-’ (_Vf)#@ for any ~EQ. 
Suppose /?(y)=ii. From R-~(V$!)=Z~,~) we see that V$?~cc(1~~,,)=a(@). In 
particular, this means &=a( ~P)E Vf, a contradiction since yeQ. 
Thus we have p(Q) c P. 0 
Remark 2.6. In Example 2.4, CY :P^+Q^, 8: Q^-+p are maps of a Galois connection with 
v’( ^ie)=@ Thus for Proposition 2S(ii) to be valid, the assumption a-‘( l~)#@, is 
needed. Also for the same example, the conditions CC(P) c Q and CI-I (Vf ) #8 for any 
yeQ are valid. However, the condition a( 7,) =&j is violated. This shows that in 
Proposition 2S(iii) we cannot drop the assumption that CI( i,)=&. 
Theorem 2.1. Let P, Q be nonempty posets and c( = P^+Q^, /?: &P^ be maps of a Galois 
connection. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) cc(P)= Q, tx( i$)=$ and a-1(Vf)#8 for all ~EQ. 
(2) B(Q)= P,j?( i~)=0; and fi-‘(V,‘)#@ for all XEP. 
(3) a(P) = Q and P(Q) = P. 
Proof. Proposition 2.5(iii) yields the implications (1) - (3) and (2) 3 (3). 
We now prove the implication (3) a(1). From Proposition 2.1 we see that 
al P:P-+Q and flj Q:Q+P yield a Galois connection. Moreover, cr(ii)=@. Also for 
any YEQ, (4P)-‘(Vf)#0 f rom equation (1). Clearly, CI- ’ (V,P) n P = (x 1 P)- ’ (V,P). 
Hence c(- ’ (Vf) #0. The proof of the implication (3) = (2) is similar. 0 
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3. The function J and induced Galois connections 
For any poset P, let J(P) denote the set of order ideals in P. J(P) is a complete 
distributive lattice under usual set union as the joint operation and intersection as the 
meet operation. J is a contravariant functor from the category of posets and isotone 
maps into the category of lattices. Iff: P+Q is an isotone map, for any order ideal I of 
Q,f-‘(I) is an order ideal of P. If we define J(f):J(Q)-+J(P) by J(f)(Z)=f-1 (I), then 
clearly J(f) is a homomorphism of lattices. Observe that the zero element of J(P) is 
the empty set 0 and the element 1 of J(P) is the order ideal P. For any lattice L we 
denote the poset L- (0, l} by L. 
Any order-reversing mapf: P+Q of posets can be regarded as an order preserving 
map f: P*-+Q or an order-preserving map f: P+Q*. We denote the induced map 
J(Q)-+J(P*) (resp. J(Q*)+J(P)) by Jr(f) (resp. Jr(f)). Thus Jl(f) (Z)=_/-‘(Z) for any 
order ideal I of Q andf- ’ (I) will be a filter n P; similarly, J,(f)(K) =f- ’ (K) for any 
filter K in Q andf-i(K) will be an order ideal in P. 
Lemma 3.1. Letf:P+Q, g:Q-+P b e order-reversing maps satisfying f o g(y) 3 y for all 
~EQ. Then the isotone maps J,(f):J(Q*)-J(P) and J1(g):J(P)+J(Q*) satisfy 
.Zl(g)oJ,(f)(K)z Kfor every KEJ(Q*) (i.e. for everyfilter K in Q). 
Proof. For any KEJ(Q*) we have Jl(g)oJ,(f)(K)=g-‘f-‘(K). Let ~EK. From 
fog(y)>y in Q we see that fog(y)EK; equivalently, ygg-‘of-‘(K). Hence 
g-‘of-‘(K)?K. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let f: P-Q, g: Q+P be order-reversing maps satisfying f 0 g(y) 3y 
for all ~EQ. Then the isotone maps J[(f):J(Q)+J(P*), Jr(g):J(P*)+J(Q) satisfy 
J,(g) 0 (f(Z) E Z for every ZEJ(Q). 
Proof. Let ZE.Z(Q). Then K=Q-Z is a filter in Q. From Lemma 3.1, we 
get g-‘of-‘(K)zK. Hence Q-g-’ of-‘(+g-‘of-l(Q-_I)=g-‘of-‘(K)~K= 
Q-Z. This yields g-‘of-‘(Z)cZ. But Jr(g)OJl(f)(Z)=g-l~f-‘(Z). Hence 
Jr(f)“Jl(f)(~)~~~ 0 
Let f:P-Q, g:Q+P be order-reversing maps. The isotone maps Jr(f): 
J(Q*) -J(P), J1(g):J(P)-+J(Q*) could be regarded as order-reversing maps 
Jr(f):J(Q*)-J(P)*; J1(g):JU-‘)*+J(Q*). 
Similarly, the isotone maps J1(f):J(Q)+J(P*), Jr(g):J(P*)+J(Q) could be re- 
garded as order-reversing maps J[(f):J(Q)*-+J(P*); J,(f):J(P*)+J(Q)*. 
Theorem 3.3. Let f: P-Q, g: Q+P yield a Galois connction. Then 
(1) .Mf):J(Q*bJ(p)*, J~(d:J(P)*+J(Q*) and 
(2) JAf):J(Q)*-JV’*), Jr(d:JU’*bJ(Q)* 
are Galois connections. 
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Proof. For any KE.Z(Q*), from Lemma 3.1 we have Jr(g)~J,(f)~(K)>K in J(Q*). 
Also from Lemma 3.2 we get Jr(f)oJ1(g)(J) GJ for any JE.Z(P). This means 
Jr(f) 0 J1(g)(.Z)>J for any JeJ(P)*. This proves (1). (2) is equivalent to saying that 
Jr(s):J(P*bJ(Q)*, Jdf):J(Q)*+JO'*) 
yield a Galois connection. This is the same as (1) 
interchanged. 0 
with the roles of f and g 
We will apply Theorem 2.7 to the Ga@s connections (1) and (2) obtained in 
Theorem 3.3. Observe that L = z i, (0, l} = L. We first consider the case of the Galois 
connection 
Jr(f):J(Q*bJU’)*, J&):JU’)*+J(Q*). 
Observethat l,ta.,=Q(regardedasafilterinQ),OJCO.,=@; l,~,~~=~andO,~,,~=P. 
The condition J,(f) (1 JCQ*j) =OJCpj* is thus equivalent tof-l (Q)= P. This is automati- 
cally satisfied. The condition Jr(f)(.Z(Q*)) c Jo* is equivalent to saying that for any 
filter K in Q with 8 #K #Q one has 8 #f- ’ (K) # P (observe thatf- ’ (K) is automati- 
cally an order ideal in P). This is the case if and only if (a), (b) stated below are valid: 
(a) For any nonempty filter K of Q,f- ’ (K) #8. 
(b) The only filter of Q containingf(P) is the whole of Q. 
For any ZEJ(P)* (i.e. order ideal I of P with 8 #I # P), 
Also 
I/:(p)'= {I'/ I' a nonempty order ideal in P with I’ z Z}. 
J(f)-‘(VF)={KlK filter in Q, 0#J,(f)(K)~Z} r 
={KIK filter in Q, @#f-'(K)GZ). 
- - 
Thus the two conditions Jr(f)-’ (VJ’p’*)#O and J,(f) (.Z(Q*)) c J(P)* are equivalent 
to (a), (b) and (c) where (a), (b) are as stated above and (c) is as follows: 
(c) Given any order ideal Z of P with 8 #I #P, there exists a filter K of Q with 8 #K 
and Kcf(Z). 
Similarly, the condition .Z[(g) (l,(,,. ) = OJcpeJ is equivalent to g - ’ (8) = 8, which is 
automtically satisfied. The condition Jl(g)(J(P)*) c J(Q*) is equivalent to (a’) and (b’) 
stated below: 
(a’) For any nonempty order ideal Z of P, g-'(I)#@. 
(b’) The only order ideal of P containing g(Q) is the whole of P. 
Also for any KEJ(Q*) (i.e. filter K of Q with 0#K#Q). 
V,J’Q”=(K’jK’filterofQ with KGK'ZQ). 
Hence 
.Zl(g)-’ (F=(ZIZ order ideal of P, KcJ,(g)(Z)#Q} 
={ZlZ orderidealof P,Kcg-'(Z)#Q}. 
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With (b’), g-i (I) # Q is equivalent to the condition I # P. Thus the two conditions 
J1(g) (J(P)*)+@ and JL(g) (J(P)*)c (J(Q*) are equivalent to (a’), (b’) and (c’), where 
(a’), (b’) are stated above and (c’) is as follows: 
(c’) Given any filter K of G with 0 #K # Q there exists an order ideal I of P with 
g(K)SI#P. 
Thus Theorem 2.7 applied to the Galois connection J,(f):J(Q*)+J(P)*, 
Jt(g):J(P)*-tJ(Q*) yields the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. Letf:P+Q, g: Q+P be a Galois connection. Let J,(f):J(Q*)-J(P)*, 
Jt(g):J(P)*+J(Q*) be the associated Galois connection. Assume that there exists an 
order ideal I of P with 0 #I # P and that there exists a filter K or Q with 0 # K # Q. Then 
the conditions stated in (l), (2) below are equivalent and, in turn, they are equivalent 
to (3). 
(1) For any nonempty$lter K of Q, f - ’ (K) # 0. The only filter of Q containing f (P) is 
Q. Given an order ideal I of P with @#I #P, there exists a filter K of Q with 
@#K Cf (0. 
(2) For any nonempty order ideal I of P, g- ’ (I)#@. The only order ideal of 
P containing g(Q) is P. Given a$lter K of Q with 0 #K #Q, there exists an order ideal 
I of P with g(K)SZ#P. 
(3) Jr(f )(J(Q*))=JV')* and Jds)(JV')*)cJ(Q*) 
In particular, under the equivalent conditions (1) or (2) Jr(f) 1 J(Q*): J(Q*) +J(p)*, 
Jt(g)IJ(P)*:J(P)*+J(Q*) is a Galois connection. 
Interchanging the roles off and g, as we have done in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we 
get a corresponding result for the Galois connection 
Jr(d:JU'*bJ(Q)*, Jr(f):J(Q)*-JP*). 
We leave the statement of the result to the reader. 
Remark 3.5. It is clear that the order complexes A(P) and A(P*) are the same for any 
poset P. Also for any poset P, the lattices J(P*) and J(P)* are isomorphic under the 
map K+P-K for any KEJ(P)*. It follows that the order complexes A(J(P)), 
A (J(P*)) and A (J(P) *) are isomorphic. Also the condition that there exists an order 
ideal I of P with 0 #I #P is equivalent to the condition that there exists a filter K of 
P with O#K#P. 
Combining Remark 3.5 with Theorem 3.4, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.6. Let f: P+Q, g: Q+P be a Galois connection and assume J(P) and J(Q) 
are nonempty. Then under the equivalent conditions (l), (2) of Theorem 3.4 or conditions 
got from (l), (2) by interchanging P, Q and f; g the order complexes A(J(P)), A(J(Q)) 
have the property that their geometric realizations 1 A (J(P)) 1 and 1 A (J(Q)) ) are 
homotopically equivalent. 
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4. Homotopy properties of the map induced by an isotone map f: P+ Q 
Let f: P+Q be an isotone map and J(f):J(Q)-J(P) be the induced map; 
namely J(f)(A)=_/-’ (A) for any AEJ(Q). Then it is straightforward to see that 
- - 
J(f)(J(Q)) c J(P) if and only if 
(1) For any AEJ(Q) with A#&f(P)nA#@ 
(2) The only order ideal of Q containingf(P) is Q. When f is surjective, the above 
two conditions are automatically satisfied. When J(f)(J(Q)) c J(P), we write J(f) for 
J(f)lJ(Q):J(Q)+ J(P). In this section we will show that iff: P-+Q is an isotone map 
satisfying (1) and (2) above, then, for any IEJ(P), the fiber (J(f))-’ (J(P),,) is either 
empty or contractible. We will also give examples where some fibers are empty and 
others nonempty and hence contractible. As a preliminary step we prove the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let C#I : L + L’ be a homomorphism of complete lattices satisfying 4(E) c L’. - - 
Let c$=cP[L:L+~‘. For any X’EL’, the _tiber ($I-’ (L’,,.) is either empty or 
contractible. 
Proof. Recall that a lattice is said to be complete if any family of elements of L has 
a meet and a join in L. Let x’E~’ and suppose the fiber F = (c$- ’ (zk x ,) is nonempty. 
Let a=//,,, x in L. Completeness of the lattice L assures us of the existence of a in L. 
Since F c z, we see that a #O in L. Also 4(a) = VXEF 4 (x) and since each 4 (x) 6 x’ we 
get $(a)Qx’<l,. Since 4(1,)=1,, we see that a#lL. Thus aELand $(a)=4(a)<x’ 
showing that aEF. Thus a is the largest element in the fiber F. In particular, the fiber 
F is contractible. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Let 4: L -+ L’ be a homorphism of complete lattices satisfying 4(L) c L’. - - 
Iffor each x’EL’ the$ber (4)-l (L;,,) of r$:L+L’ is nonempty, then 4:L+L’ is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 2.2 of [3]. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Let f: P+ Q be an isotone map of posets satisying J(f) (J(Q)) c J(p). 
ThenforanyZEJ(P)thejber(J(f))-‘(J(P),,)ofJ(f) is either empty or contractible. 
In particular, ifall thejibers of J( f) are nonempty then J(f) : J(Q) -+ J(P) is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, since J(Q) and J(P) 
are complete lattices and J(f) : J (Q) + J(P) is a homorphism of complete lattices. 0 
Remark 4.4. For any IEJ(P) the fiber (m(f))-’ (J(p),,) is the set 
{AEJ(Q)If -‘Ml s I>. 
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Corollary 4.5. Let f: P-+Q be an isotone map of finite posets sustisfying -~ 
J(f)(J(Q)) c J(P) and {AEJ(Q)I~~‘(A) c Ij #8 fir every ZgJ(P). i’ken pJcQj (0, l)= 
X(~(J(Q)))=~?(~(J(P)))=CLJ(~)(O, 1). 
Proof. Immediate consequence of Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.4. 0 
4.1 Examples 
(i) Let n be an integer > 2, P the antichain with n elements and Q = [n] the poset of 
integers j satisfying 1 d j< n, under the natural order. Then any map f: P -+ Q, in 
particular any bijection, is isotone. In this case J(P) is the lattice B, of all subsets of 
P and pJca, (0, l)=( - I)“, whereas J(Q)- [n+ l] and pJ(Q) (O,l)=O. Thus J(P) and 
J(Q) can never be homotopically equivalent. Once the bijection f is given, we may 
label the element of P as a,, . . . ,a, withf(ai)=i for 1 Qidn. ZEJ(P) (i.e. @#Z G P) will 
satisfy the condition {AEJ(Q)I~-‘(A) G Z} #8 if and only if u,EI. It follows that for 
J(f) we have both types of fibers: the empty ones and the nonempty ones. For 
instance,ifZj={aj},thenIj~J(P)foreachjin1~jdn;(J(f),,j)isemptyfor2~j~n 
and nonempty for j= 1. 
(ii) Let n be an integer 22, P the antichain with (n+ 1) elements, Q, the antichain 
with n elements. Any map f: P + Q, in particular any surjection, is isotone. In this 
example we have ,uJCp)(O, 1)=(-l)“+’ and p.,(Q) (0, l)=(- 1)“. Hence J(P) and J(Q) 
can never be homotopy-equivalent. After choosing a surjectionf; we may label the 
elements of P as aI, . . . , anfl and the elements of Q as bI, . . . , b, further satisfying 
f(ai)=bi for l<i<n, f(a,+l)=b,. From f-‘({bj})={uj} for l<j<n-1, 
f-l({b,})=(a,,c,+l}, we see that I = {a,} or I = {a,, 1} is an element in J(P) with - - 
(AEJ(Q)(~-~(A) E Z} empty. The fibers (J(f))-’ (J(P),,,) are clearly nonempty, 
where Ij={Uj} and lbj<n-1. 
(iii) Let P, Q be the posets exhibited in Fig. 1. Let f: P + Q be defined byf(aj) = xi 
for 1 Q j < 4,f(b, ) = y, ,f(b,) = y2 = y2. f is clearly a bijective isotone map, hence there 
isan inducedmap~:~-+J(P). Let IEJ(P). Iflc (ul,u2,u3,a4}, clearly there 
exists a nonempty KG {x1,x2,x3, x4} with f-‘(K) cI. Then KEJ(Q) and 
f-‘(K) c I. If bleZ, then from the fact that Z#P we see that b,EZ. In this case 
{x1,x21~J(Q) andf-'(xl,x2}={~l,~2}~{b ,,al,u2} ~1. Similarly, if b,El, then 
bled and {x~,x~}EJ(Q) satisfies f-l{ xg,xq}={a3,u4} ~{b~,u~,u~} GZ. Thus all 
- __ 
the fibres of J(f):mo-J(P) are nonempty. From Theorem 4.3, J(f):J(Q)-+J(P) is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
However, in this case P and Q are not homotopy-equivalent. The order complex 
A(P) has 2 connected components, whereas the order complex A(Q) has only one 
connected component. 
(iv) Let P and Q denote the following posets: shown in Fig. 2. Let f: P+ Q be 
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defined by 
f(b,)=f(c,)=f(d,)=a,, f(b2)=f(c2)=f(d2)=az. 
f: P + Q is a surjective isotone map which, furthermore, is a homotopy equivalence. 
- - 
The posets J(P) and J(Q) are described in Fig. 3. The map J(f):J(Q) + J(P) is given 
by 
J(P) and J(Q) cannot be homotopically equivalent. 
The order complex A (J(P)) has one connected component, whereas the complex 
A (J(Q)) has two connected components. 
Examples (iii) and (iv) above show that the homotopy type of P is neither deter- 
mined by the homotopy type of J(P) nor determines the homotopy type of J(P). 
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